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Media Coverage Summary – 21 Oct – 3 Nov 2017

Press releases
Bristol named UNESCO City of Film
UWE Bristol forms partnership with acclaimed photographer Martin Parr's new Bristolbased Foundation
Fusion Processing Ltd has moved to larger premises at Future Space
An additional 20 minutes commuting each day lowers job satisfaction equivalent to a 19%
pay cut

Coverage
Bristol 24/7 – Bristol named UNESCO creative City of Film
Insider Media – Bristol named UNESCO City of Film

The Telegraph - A 20 minute increase in commute time is as bad as taking a pay cut,
study finds
The Times – Long slog to office ‘as bad as pay cut’
ITV News – UWE study finds longer commute to work reduces job satisfaction
Bristol Business News – UWE photography students to benefit from partnership with
Bristol’s new Martin Parr Centre
Vice – We bring it on Ourselves: The Myths Silencing LGBTQ Sexual Assault Victims
Insider Media – Fusion processing on the move following contract wins
BBC Online News - Classical stone Bristol Downs bridge wins planning appeal
BuzzFeed.com – How selfies could be a sign that someone is struggling with their body
image
Professor Alan Winfield (BRL) was interviewed about AI by Stephen Sackur on
BBC Hardtalk watch the episode here.
Dr Kiron Chatterjee (FBE) was interviewed by BBC Radio 5 Live and BBC
Birmingham about the detrimental effects of commute times.
Dr Charlotte Crofts (ACE) was interviewed by Steve Lefevre on Made in Bristol TV
discussing the nomination of UNESCO City of Film and the walking tour of Cary Grant’s
Bristol, which is part of the Being Human 2017 festival.
Dr Chris Alford (HAS) was interview by BBC Radio Bristol and BBC Wiltshire
Drive Time Show following a visit to UWE-BRL to test the autonomous vehicle driving
simulator. The interview featured the Flourish project which is developing connected and
autonomous vehicles (CAVs) for older people, improving mobility and helping to keep them
engaged in the community. The project includes expertise from Robotics – for CAV
development, The Centre for Transport and Society researching transport systems for the
future, and the Psychological Sciences Research Group who are running the trials with older
people and developing the interface for the CAVs.
Professor Richard Coates (HLSS) was interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol about a
court case in the news recently about a couple wanting to name their child Lucifer.
The BBC Sunday Politics West show featured an interview with Phil Chamberlain
(ACE) about the future of local journalism and an interview with Professor Steve West
discussing VC pay. Watch here from 44.16 for Steve and 56.30 for Phil.
Professor Graham Parkhurst (FBE) was interviewed by BBC Radio Drive Time talking
about Bath Park and Ride.

Monthly published coverage totals for September 2017
Total articles published during September 355
Total circulation –118,516,240
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) – £639,205
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